Create Your Perfect Seating!

CHOOSE YOUR:  
- Configuration  
- Arm  
- Turned or Tapered Leg  
- Leather or Fabric  
- Double-Needle or Welt  
- Nail Head Trim *(where available)*  
- Finish

All pieces in the program are designed with engineered hardwood frame construction, featuring a bench-made eight way hand-tied spring system. The seating consists of a blend-down cushion that provides optimum seating comfort. Each piece features loose back cushions that are firmly secured with Velcro which allows the backs to be removed and fluffed for continued comfort and appeal. All of the styles are available in over 150 premium, select leathers, leather & fabric combinations, or all fabric.

All styles offer multiple configurations. Line drawings and dimensions of the various pieces available in the collection are shown on the back page. The full range of components allow for a wide variety of configurations, thus providing the ability to fit in almost any scale of room. In addition, each style has a conversation sofa, large sofa, medium sofa, ottoman, nesting ottoman and a correlating recliner.

1. Choose Your Arm Style

2. Choose Your Leg Style

3. Select Your Leather or Fabric

4. Choose Your Stitch or Welt

5. Choose Your Decorative Nail *(where available)*

6. Choose Your Finish
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Commonly Used Configurations

Widths vary depending on the arm style. Widths shown apply to the 220, 221, 224 and 226 groups. Widths for the 223 group are listed above each drawing.

Choose Your Piece

Widths vary depending on the arm style. Widths shown apply to the 220, 221, 224 and 226 groups. Widths for the 223 group are listed above each drawing.